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Commentary on the Torah: Exodus
"From islands off the shore of Santa Barbara to the chaparral-covered mountains of the dry inland regions,
the land of the Chumash is a storehouse of plants, an area of great biological richness and variety. Living
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intimately within this
land for more than
nine thousand
years, the Chumash
developed an intense and
sophisticated relationship with the plants around them. They collected and processed nuts, seeds, berries,
roots, leaves, twigs, shoots, and wood from which they created practically everything they needed to live,
from medicines to weapons to decorative itmes. Covering bothi historical and contemporary use of plants,
this book--the result of three decades of research in archives and among the native people--celebrates more
than just the variety of plants; it celebrates the resourcefulness and ingenuity of the people who have always
known them best"--Back cover.

The Chumash World at European Contact
Learn, Understand and Enjoy with Metsudah Linear Translations! The Five Books of the Torah have been
fully translated in the pleasing linear style of the rest of the Metsudah Classic Series. Featuring a line by line
translation of the text and Rashi's commentary, with helpful explanatory notes that identify Rashi's sources
and pinpoint the difficulty Rashi wishes to clarify. Now available in handy 6x9 student size. Great as a gift for your friend or for yourself.

Teach Yourself to Read Hebrew
The Koren siddur, originally published in 1981, has been completely re-typeset for maximum clarity and
legibility. Teams of rabbis, scholars, and designers from Israel, North America, and Britain have worked for
nearly three years updating and researching every subtlety of the Hebrew text. Rabbinic experts and gabbaim
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have reviewed all the
halachic issues andFrom
nuances
that Rabbinic
distinguish prayer
in Israel from prayer in the Diaspora.
Proudly reflecting the centrality of Israel, the siddur contains prayers for the Jewish state, its soldiers, and
holidays. With a poetic English translation and illuminating commentary by the outstanding teacher of
English-speaking Jewry, Chief Rabbi Sir Jonathan Sacks, this siddur will inspire prayerful devotion. Compact
size is ideal for students, travel, and in talit and tefilin bags, covered in dark slate Skivertex soft cover binding.

Healing with Medicinal Plants of the West - Cultural and Scientific Basis for Their Use
Gateway to Judaism is an insider's engaging look at the mindset, values, and practices of Judaism in the 21st
century. As a senior lecturer and outreach expert with Gateways Seminars, Rabbi Mordechai Becher has
helped thousands of people reconnect with the beauty, wisdom and relevance of their Jewish heritage. Often
asked to recommend "just one book" that would explain the essentials of Jewish life and thought , he decided
to write it himself! Delving beneath common perceptions of Jewish tradition, Rabbi Becher presents fresh and
meaningful perspectives that will educate and inspire you. Among the many intriguing topics he addresses
are: Is there spirituality in Judaism? In our age of labor-saving devices, do we still need a Sabbath? What is
Judaism's view on death and the afterlife? Why is Judaism so full of laws? Why should I pray? Does God
really want to hear my complaints? Can Judaism enhance my marriage? Isn't circumcision just an ancient rite
of initiation? Is it still relevant? Why is Israel so central to Judaism? Does a religion need a land? Why does a
mourner say Kaddish? Wasn't keeping kosher a health measure? Does it still have a purpose today? How can
I add meaning to my Passover Seder? Gateway to Judaism reveals Judaism's power to elevate your life.
Whether you are new to Jewish tradition, familiar with its practice, or simply curious, you will find this book
an illuminating guide to a joyous and fulfilling lifestyle. -- from dust cover.
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Torah
A great thing becomes smaller and smaller. Now, the one-volume Stone Edition of The Chumash grows to
five volumes, and shrinks to two handy sizes of 6 x 4-3/4 and 6-1/2 x 8. Each of the volumes has its own
index, all the haftarahs, and appropriate Megillos. And each set comes in a beautiful matching slip-case.
Convenient to use, they make beautiful gifts for yourself or someone you know. For gifts? For travel? For
Shul

Gateway to Judaism
The Stone Edition of the Chumash

Explore Colonial America!
Why was Abraham ordered to sacrifice his son? Was Jacob right in stealing the blessings? Why were we
commanded to destroy Amalek? What was Moses' sin in hitting the rock? And how did the Ten
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Commandments change
the Jewish people,
andThe
humankind,
for good?
Essays on Ethics is the second
companion volume to Rabbi Jonathan Sacks's celebrated series Covenant & Conversation. Believing the
Hebrew Bible to be the ultimate blueprint for Western morality, Rabbi Sacks embarks upon an ethical
exploration of the weekly Torah portion, uncovering its message of truth and justice, dignity and
compassion, forgiveness and love.

From the wisdom of Mishle
Iggeret HaKodesh (Epistles 1-20) is the fourth volume in this series. It covers the first twenty pastoral letters
originally written by the Alter Rebbe over a period of years to the chassidic community at large.

The Torah For Dummies
Annotation A new series of reprints, monographs, and edited volumes on the anthropology and prehistory
of Pacific North America. The series will include works from the coastal and riverine regions of Alaska to
California.

East of Eden
An easy-to-understand introduction to Judaism's most sacred text The foundation of Hebrew and Jewish
religion, thought, law, and society is the Torah-the parchment scroll containing the text of the Five Books of
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Moses that is located
in every synagogue.
This accessible
guide explains
the Torah in clear language, even to
those who were not raised in the Jewish religious tradition. Christians who want to know more about the
Jewish roots of Christianity need to understand the Torah, as do followers of Islamic tradition and those
interested in the roots of Abrahamic faiths. The Torah For Dummies explains the history of the Torah, its
structure and major principles, and how the Torah affects the daily lives of people who follow the Jewish way
of life.

The Koren Tehillim (Hebrew/English), Compact
The Family Zemiros
"The Chumash World at European Contact is a major achievement that will be required reading and a
fundamental reference in a variety of disciplines for years to come."—Thomas C. Blackburn, editor of
December's Child: A Book of Chumash Oral Narratives "An extremely valuable synthesis of the historical,
ethnographic, and archaeological record of one of the most remarkable populations of Native
Californians."—Glenn J. Farris, Senior Archaeologist, California State Parks Department

Siddur
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Metsudah Chumash
Offers an overview of the past and present lives of the Chumash Indians, covering their customs, beliefs, and
government.

The Origins of a Pacific Coast Chiefdom
With his modern and accessible English translation, Rabbi Eli Cashdan brings out the lyrical elegance of the
Psalms and offers clarity to the English reader. The text is accompanied by a sensitive analysis and
commentary by Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb, communal leader, qualified psychotherapist and the
Executive Vice President Emeritus of the Orthodox Union. Rabbi Weinreb is a distinguished scholar who
brings from his many disciplines, an insightful and innovative approach to the understanding of Tehillim.
Together with the textual accuracy and aesthetic presentation for which Koren is renowned, the new Koren
Tehillim has been thoughtfully designed to provide readers with a deeper connection to the ancient words
and the meaning they can bring to our everyday lives.

The Artscroll English Tanach: Stone Edition
Halachic authority Rabbi Binyomin Forst continues his comprehensive treatment of the laws of niddah with
the publication of the second volume of his outstanding legal compendium. Not only are the underlying
concepts of the laws explained, their logical halachic process is demonstrated and the various opinions
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regarding their applications
are discussed
with thoroughness
and expertise.
From everday practices to current
medical procedures, from chapters on setting a wedding date through later life concerns, every statement is
backed by significant research and abundant citation of sources. Expansive indices and a full bibliography
facilitate further research. Clearly written, yet extensive in detail, the copmlete set of The Laws of Niddah is a
reference vital to every Jewish home and library.

This book chronicles how indigenous peoples of the past survived and thrived in the shifting environment of
coastal California.

Essays on Ethics
In Explore Colonial America!, kids ages 6-9 learn about America’s earliest days as European settlements,
and how the colonists managed to survive, build thriving colonies, and eventually challenge England for
independence. How did the colonists build homes, feed and clothe themselves, and get along with the Native
Americans who were already here? This accessible introduction to the colonial period teaches young children
about the daily lives of ordinary colonists and offers fascinating stories about those who helped shape the
emerging nation. Activities range from creating a ship out of a bar of soap and building a log home out of
graham crackers and pretzels to making a wampum necklace. Projects are easy-to-follow, require minimal
adult supervision, and use primarily common household products and recycled supplies. By combining a
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kids Explore Colonial America!, and
have a great time discovering our nation’s founding years.

The Chumash Outline and Parsha Summaries
Provides self-instruction for adults desiring a reading knowledge of Hebrew.

The Gutnick Edition Chumash - Book of Exodus
Etz Hayim
The complete Hebrew text completely reset in crisp, modern type Attractive, clear page layouts Lightweight,
specially-milled opaque paper Special sections explaining in detail the laws of the prayer service and special
customs and observances Prayer services that are easy for everyone to follow Deluxe, copper color padded
cover with copper head-gilding

The Talmud
JPS is pleased to make available a new, more compact edition of the landmark publication, Etz Hayim: A
Torah Commentary. This book, a publication of the Conservative movement, was produced through a joint
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venture of the Rabbinical
Assembly, theFrom
UnitedThe
Synagogue
of Conservative
Judaism, and The Jewish
Publication Society. hardcover edition and is ideal for personal study and travel. It contains all the material in
the original, excerpt for the essays. The Bible text, translations, and commentaries as well as the blessings,
artwork, maps, glossary and other reference tools for the worshiper and student of Torah reader are included.
use.

December's Child
The travel edition of The Torah: A Modern Commentary includes the full text of the revised edition in a size
that is easy to transport. The reinforced paperback binding and smaller size is ideal for traveling and useful for
students. Enjoy Torah study on the go, or give an affordable gift for confirmation or graduating classes.

Crystals in the Sky
Ezekiel, Yechezkel
This is the official prayer book for Orthodox Jews in the UK, with supporting commentary by Chief Rabbi
Jonathan Sacks. With both Hebrew and English translations on facing pages, and an attractive and readable
layout, this Pocket Edition Prayer Book is ideal for synagogue use and individual reading. Bound in imitation
leather.
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ArtScroll mesorah Series. Grace after meals and Sabbath songs translated and annotated. Hebrew and
English.

The Chumash
The ArtScroll Series presents the comments of the classic giants of ancient and contemporary times in a
logical, comprehensible manner, like a master teacher on an exciting voyage of intellectual discovery. Entire
Hebrew text reset in clear modern type Flowing English translation Commentary anthologized from 2,000
years of Talmudic and Rabbinic sources Overviews exploring the hashkafah/philosophical background of
each volume.

The Rock Paintings of the Chumash
Miiko Shaffier has developed a fun and easy method to learn to read Hebrew. Using fun memory tricks and
pictures to teach you the sound of the letters, this book will have you reading Hebrew in just 6 weeks!

First Coastal Californians
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The Divine Code:
Fundamentals From
of the faith
Guide to G-d`s will for mankind, given through Moses on Mount Sinai. In Volume I: Fundamentals of Faith,
and prohibitions of Idolatry, Blasphemy, Homicide, Incestuous Relations, Theft, and Eating Flesh from a
Live Animal.

The Talmud; the Steinsaltz Edition
A major Torah leader of pre-war Poland and post-war Israel, Rabbi Zalman Sorotzkin was the author of a
scintillating commentary on the Torah. Now available in English after many sold-out printings in Hebrew.
Includes Chumash text and translation.

As Reviewed by Eugene N. Anderson, University of California, Riverside in The Journal of California
Anthropology, Vol. 2, No. 2 (WINTER 1975), pp. 241-244:A child born in December is "like a baby in an
ecstatic condition, but he leaves this condition" (p. 102). The Chumash, reduced by the 20th century from
one of the richest and most populous groups in California to a pitiful remnant, had almost lost their strage
and ecstatic mental world by the time John Peabody Harrington set out to collect what was still remembered
of their language and oral literature. Working with a handful of ancient informants, Harrington recorded all
he could--then, in bitter rejection of the world, kept it hidden and unpublished. After his death there began a
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great quest for his scattered
notes, and these
notes
are Rabbinic
now being published
at last. Thomas Blackburn,
among the first and most assiduous of the seekers through Harrington's materials, has published her the main
body of oral literature that Harrington collected from the Chumash of Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties.
Blackburn has done much more: he has added to the 111 stories a commentary and analysis, almost booklength in its own right, and a glossary of the Chumash and Californian-Spanish terms that Harrington was
prone to leave untranslated in the texts.

A masterpiece of Biblical scope, and the magnum opus of one of America’s most enduring authors, in a
commemorative hardcover edition In his journal, Nobel Prize winner John Steinbeck called East of Eden
"the first book," and indeed it has the primordial power and simplicity of myth. Set in the rich farmland of
California's Salinas Valley, this sprawling and often brutal novel follows the intertwined destinies of two
families—the Trasks and the Hamiltons—whose generations helplessly reenact the fall of Adam and Eve and
the poisonous rivalry of Cain and Abel. The masterpiece of Steinbeck’s later years, East of Eden is a work in
which Steinbeck created his most mesmerizing characters and explored his most enduring themes: the
mystery of identity, the inexplicability of love, and the murderous consequences of love's absence. Adapted
for the 1955 film directed by Elia Kazan introducing James Dean, and read by thousands as the book that
brought Oprah’s Book Club back, East of Eden has remained vitally present in American culture for over
half a century.
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The Laws of Niddah
Examines the history, changing fortunes, and current situation of the Chumash Indians. Includes a photo
essay on their crafts.

Entering the Covenant
The Gutnick Chumash has gained wide acclaim as one of the favorite Chumashim available today. It
incorporates a flowing English translation of the Torah which is loyal to Rashi. The 'Classic questions' are
drawn from a range of commentators, Midrash and Talmud, which are then ingeniously brought together in
the Toras Menachem commentary. It is the first Chumash to include a commentary anthologized from the
works of the Lubavitcher Rebbe. The Chumash also boasts a large sampling of inspirational Chasidic
thoughts and insights into the Parsha, as well as practical lessons for our daily lives. The diagrams, charts, and
illustrations all add to make this the perfect Chumash for layman or scholar. Beautifully bound in a handtooled leather style cover, both inside and outside are sure to impress.

The Chumash
Chumash Ethnobotany
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